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ABSTRACT 

Now a days, the demand for wireless communication systems with high data rates and high 

capacity has dramatically increased. CDMA (Code Division Multiple access) plays an 

important role in modern wireless communication systems. MIMO refers to links with multiple 

antennas at the transmitter and receiver side. CDMA with MIMO is a very promising technique 

beyond 3G and 4G wireless communications. The BER performance of MIMO-CDMA system 

depends on its spreading strategy. In this paper MIMO-CDMA system is designed with STBC 

(Space-Time Block Code) matrices for spreading. The proposed technique outperforms the t-

design permutation spreading method and also the conventional method. Simulation results 

shows that gain improvement with STBC approach as compared to other existing techniques. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

CDMA is an underlying technology used in 3G and 2G. Wireless systems with multiple transmit 

and receive antennas systems are an important part of discussions on future wireless 

communication systems. In rich scattering environments, these systems offer large capacity gains 

[1]. 

In MIMO-CDMA to improve the bit error rate performance parity bit selected spreading 

sequences are introduced initially [2], in this linear block coding technique is used. In that Parity 

bits are used to select the spreading sequence from a set of orthogonal spreading sequences. The 

information bits are then spread by this spreading sequence. At the receiver, the spreading code 

employed is determined from the outputs of the filters that are matched to each spreading 

sequence. The information bits are then determined from the output of the specific matched filter. 

Error correction is then performed by assuming that the parity bits are correct. So compared to 

conventional system BER is improved, but some sort of self interference occurred due to 

summing of all transmitted signals. T-designs spreading permutations scheme was introduced 

later to improve the BER performance in MIMO-CDMA, this technique improves the BER 

compared to block coding approach but additional complexity introduces [3]. 

Recently, there are a large number of research papers on use of multiple input multiple output 

(MIMO) in CDMA transmission to combat multipath fading and provide spatial diversity. 
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Among them, space time spreading (STS) and space time block coding (STBC) are the most 

efficient method due to its provision of full spatial diversity and simple linear decoder in [4]. The 

combination of space–time block coding (STBC) and direct-sequence code-division multiple 

access (DS-CDMA) has the potential to increase the performance of multiple users in a cellular 

network. 

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, MIMO-CDMA system is designed with 

conventional approach, In Section 3, t-design permutation spreading is implemented, In Section 

4, Space-Time Block Code technique is used for spreading permutation of MIMO-CDMA 

system, In section 5, Simulation results are discussed, and the paper is concluded in Section 6. 
  
 

 

2. CONVENTIONAL MIMO-CDMA 

Third generation cellular systems employ direct sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-

CDMA) as the channel access scheme. In conventional MIMO-CDMA systems, unique codes are 

assigned per user. 

In conventional MIMO-CDMA, each user use a different spreading code for each transmitting 

antenna. In conventional MIMO-CDMA system the spreading waveforms are fixed.  

           Wmi =Cmi (t-nT) ---------------------------- (1)   

 

Where Wmi is the spreading waveform for i th data stream of user m and  Cmi is the orthogonal 

spreading sequence. 

Each antenna uses one spreading waveform, for Nt =4 antennas system 4 spreading waveforms 

are required per user. At the receiver side, the received data is given bank of matched filters. 

Based on the matched filters decision, the transmitted data is estimated. 

3. MIMO-CDMA WITH T-DESIGNS  

MIMO-CDMA with Parity bit selected spreading is discussed in [2]. In parity bit selected 

spreading sequence technique, based on the calculated parity bits the spreading waveform is 

selected for each antenna. In this approach, for each user 2(n-k) spreading sequences will be 

assigned. Where n-k is the number of parity bits of the code. 

The system MIMO-CDMA with t-design permutation spreading is similar to parity bit selected 

spreading. In this technique, all possible message vectors are divided in to cosets and depending 

on which coset that messages comes then the corresponding permutation of spreading waveforms 

are assigned for each antenna in to groups. 

Now M is a set of all possible message vectors, contains 16 elements. M is divided into 8 possible 

cosets. The MIMO-CDMA system is designed with Nt=Nr=4 antennas, and N=8. On signalling 

interval, the message to be transmitted is {m1, m2,…mNt}. 

The cosets are M1={0000 1111},M2={0001 1110}, M3={0010 1101},   M4={0011 1100}    

M5={0100 1011}, M6={0101 1010}, M7={0110 1001}, M8={0111 1000}. 

And the spreading sequences are assigned to the antennas as shown in TABLE I. for example, if 

the message comes from M1, then spreading waveforms for four antennas are c1,c3,c5 and 

c7correspondingly, that is shown in the first row of the TABLE I. 

The received vector at the output of matched filters of the system is  

                    { /jl i b r ij jlr b E N nα= +         If wi(t) = cl(t) 

 

                          { jln                                 Otherwise    
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TABLE I.  T-DESIGNS PERMUTATION SPREADING TABLE FOR 4 TRANSMIT ANTENNAS 

 

Coset 
Message 

Vectors 1
( )w t  

 

2 ( )w t  3 ( )w t  
 

4 ( )w t  

M1 
0000 

1111 
C1(t) C3(t) C5(t) C7(t) 

M2 
0001 

1110 
C8(t) C1(t) C4(t) C5(t) 

M3 
0010 

1101 
C2(t) C4(t) C3(t) C8(t) 

M4 
0011 

1100 
C5(t) C2(t) C6(t) C3(t) 

M5 
0100 

1011 
C6(t) C7(t) C1(t) C4(t) 

M6 
0101 

1010 
C3(t) C6(t) C8(t) C1(t) 

M7 
0110 

1001 
C7(t) C8(t) C2(t) C6(t) 

M8 
0111 

1000 
C4(t) C5(t) C7(t) C2(t) 

 

 4. SPACE-TIME BLOCK CODE APPROACH 

The MIMO-CDMA system employing STBC permutation spreading [5] is shown in Fig 1. The 

input bit stream is converted into Nt parallel data streams. And these bits are given to spreading 

sequence selector that selects Nt spreading waveforms, then these data bits are modulated with 

BPSK modulation, then each bit is spread by using spreading waveform. On a given signalling 

interval Nt spreading waveforms will be selected from N orthogonal spreading waveforms. 
 

And at the receiver side, the output of each antenna is given to a bank of matched filters, and 

according to matched filter decision, the transmitted data is estimated.  
 

The spreading assignment is done based on 8x8 STBC matrix. And the matrix [6] is given as: 
 

                              c1      c2       c3       c4       c5        c6         c7        c8 

                             -c2      c1       c4      -c3       c6      -c5        -c8        c7 

                             -c3      c4             c1              c2               c7              c8              -c5             -c6 

                             -c4      c3             c2        c1       c8       -c7        c6       -c5 

                             -c5     -c6           -c7            -c8        c1               c2                  c3               c4  

                             -c6      c5            -c8             c7            -c2                c1        -c4        c3 

                             -c7      c8              c5           -c6           -c3                c4          c1       -c2 

                             -c8     -c7              c6              c5           -c4              -c3                c2               c1 
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Fig 1: MIMO-CDMA system with STBC spreading permutation for 4 transmit and 4 receive     

antennas. 
 

 Here the columns of 1,5,8, and 6 of above matrix shown  are assigned to columns 1,2,3,4 of 

TABLE II. 

  The received vector    r = ub+n ,    

  Where r = [
11 12 18 21 41 48, ,..., ,..., ,..., ,...,r r r r r r ] and   

                  n=  [ 
11 12 18 21 41 48, ,..., ,..., ,..., ,...,n n n n n n ]      

 where ub is the received data vector that depends on the transmitted data vector without  noise. 

And b = [b1,b2,b3,b4] in case of 4x4 antenna system. 

 For example if m = [0,0,0,1]   then    b=[-1,-1,-1, 1]   and  

 ub =  [0, - 11α ,0,0, 41α ,- 21α ,- 31α ,0,0,- 12α ,0,0, 42α ,- 22α , - 32α , 0, 0,- 13α , 0, 0, 43α ,- 23α ,-    33α ,0,0,-

14α ,0,0, 
44α ,-

24α ,-
34α ,0] 

 

Maximum likely hood detection is performed to detect the data. And squared Euclidean distance 

is found between the received vector and all other possible received vectors and the value which 

is minimum will be taken as the transmitted message.  

 

                                                
 

The above expression finds the squared Euclidean distance between the received vector and all 

possible remaining vectors and the vector which gives the smallest distance that is the transmitted 

message. 
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TABLE II.  STBC PERMUTATION SPREADING TABLE FOR 4 TRANSMIT ANTENNAS 

 

Coset 
Message 

Vectors 1
( )w t  

2 ( )w t  
3 ( )w t  

4 ( )w t  

M1 
0000 

1111 
C1(t) C5(t) C8(t) C6(t) 

M2 
0001 

1110 
C2(t) C6(t) C7(t) C5(t) 

M3 
0010 

1101 
C3(t) C7(t) C6(t) C8(t) 

M4 
0011 

1100 
C4(t) C8(t) C5(t) C7(t) 

M5 
0100 

1011 
C5(t) C1(t) C4(t) C2(t) 

M6 
0101 

1010 
C6(t) C2(t) C3(t) C1(t) 

M7 
0110 

1001 
C7(t) C3(t) C2(t) C4(t) 

M8 
0111 

1000 
C8(t) C4(t) C1(t) C3(t) 

                        

5. SIMULATION RESULTS  

MIMO-CDMA system with 4 transmit and 4 receive antennas are considered in this proposed 

technique and existing techniques .Simulation results for BER (bit error rate) performances are 

presented for 4x4 antenna system.   

From Fig. 2 we see that MIMO-CDMA system employing STBC permutation spreading giving 

the better BER performance as compared to t-designs method, and conventional spreading also 

taken as reference. And here the proposed technique outperforms the conventional and t-designs. 

From TABLE I, we can see that in t-design permutation spreading table, there is no code 

symmetry between different cosets, that leads to some degrees of freedom are lost, when MLD 

(maximum likelihood detection) is performed at the receiver. So that cause to slight increment of 

BER. But the system with STBC spreading, the permutation spreading table provides code 

symmetry between different cosets, so that gives better BER performance. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Code division multiple access technology, has been widely used in mobile communications, 

because of its high spectrum efficiency, low transmit power.  

The T-designs Permutation Spreading method does not provide code symmetry so some sorts of 

degrees of freedom are lost in the squared Euclidean distance between different messages. The 

lack of code symmetry increases the BER. 

The STBC technique create dependency between the data streams and provide performance 

improvement compared to conventional spreading. And code symmetry also provides by 

 using space-time block codes. Space–time block coding is a simple and method for transmission 

using multiple transmit antennas in a wireless communication systems. 

STBC codes have a very simple maximum-likelihood decoding algorithm which is only based on 

linear processing. They provide full diversity given by transmit and receive antennas. Bit error 

rate performance also improves compared to the conventional and t-designs permutation 

spreading techniques. 
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Fig. 2. BER performance for conventional, t-designs and   

 STBC for 4x1 and 4x4 antenna system. 

 

In this paper, MIMO-CDMA system with conventional, t-designs permutation spreading and 

STBC techniques has been analyzed. Both 4x1 and 4x4 systems are designed. 

 

And in 4x1 antenna system proposed STBC systems have 1.2 dB gain over T-design permutation 

system.  

The system with 4x4 antenna system proposed STBC systems have 0.2 dB gain over T-design 

permutation system. 
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